DONALD J. TRUMP
Is Restocking the Swamp!

11/16/16 – EDWARD C NOONAN, Former 2012 & 2016 Presidential Candidate

World News Daily posted a YouTube video of Donald Trump speaking at a rally on 11/7/16. In the video Trump said that he was planning, "...to take back our country and to take it back swiftly from the special interests (who I know so well). I want the entire corrupt Washington establishment to hear the words we all are about to say... When we win tomorrow... WE ARE GOING TO DRAIN THE SWAMP..."

See video at: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZyAxCemu2Jk&t=7s

The American Resistance Party states, as usual, the swamp is not being DRAINED but instead, the swamp is just being exchanged from the Marxist Democrats for the Marxist Republicans. The swamp critters are merely being swapped from the bottom of the cesspool to the top.

NOTE: Mr. Soetoro is now being praised by Trump and there are promises of MANY HAPPY VISITS with and to Soetoro’s swamp. Hillary Clinton now has been piled with loving praises. AND... We read that “Charles Schumer and Nancy Pelosi Have a Plan to Make President Trump Popular.” This morning Fox News reported that Swamp dweller Henry Kissinger is being considered for SECRETARY OF STATE. This is the same Kissinger that said, “Jimmy Carter is not the President of the United States. The Trilateral Commission is the President of the United States; I represent the Trilateral Commission.”

Nikki Haley is also being considered for Secretary of State. She is NOT a natural born citizen and would be the forth in line for succession for POTUS! She is NOT ELIGIBLE FOR SECRETARY OF STATE! And Ted Cruz for Attorney General? He cannot prove he is a citizen of the United States! He was born in Canada and NOT a natural born citizen. The Attorney General is the 7th in line of succession for POTUS!

Donald Trump is restocking the swamp...
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